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"Life has to have the plenitude of art," Edward Hirsch affirms in his fifth volume of poems, On Love, which
further establishes him as a major artist. From its opening epigraph by Thomas Hardy and an initiating
prayer for transformation, On Love takes up the subjects of separateness and fusion, autonomy and blur. The
initial progression of fifteen shapely and passionate lyrics (including a sonnet about the poet at seven, a
villanelle about the loneliness of a pioneer woman on the prairie, and an elegy for Amy Clampitt) opens out
into a sequence of meditations about love. These arresting love poems are spoken by a gallery of historical
figures from Denis Diderot, Heinrich Heine, Charles Baudelaire, and Ralph Waldo Emerson to Gertrude
Stein, Federico Garcia Lorca, Zora Neale Hurston, and Colette. Each anatomizes a different aspect of eros in
poems uttered by a chorus of historical authorities that is also a lone lover's yearning voice. Personal,
literary, On Love offers the most formally adept and moving poetry by the author Harold Bloom hails as
utterly fresh, canonical, and necessary.
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From reader reviews:

Elaine Bell:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading
addiction give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge even the
information inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based
on what kind of guide you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you
want feel happy read one along with theme for entertaining like comic or novel. The particular On Love:
Poems is kind of reserve which is giving the reader unstable experience.

Louis Jackson:

Reading a book to be new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to go through a book. When you
examine a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your
knowledge, simply because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on
what forms of book that you have read. If you would like get information about your examine, you can read
education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these us
novel, comics, and also soon. The On Love: Poems provide you with a new experience in looking at a book.

Blair Chappell:

Is it you who having spare time then spend it whole day by means of watching television programs or just
telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This On Love: Poems can be the response, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this
completely new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these publications have than the others?

Antonio Batts:

A number of people said that they feel bored when they reading a publication. They are directly felt the item
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose the particular book On Love: Poems to make your
personal reading is interesting. Your skill of reading ability is developing when you such as reading. Try to
choose very simple book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the feeling about book and
examining especially. It is to be very first opinion for you to like to start a book and go through it. Beside
that the publication On Love: Poems can to be your brand new friend when you're experience alone and
confuse using what must you're doing of their time.
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